
Making your events appear effortless



Unique Tours in Seville

Discover the rooftops of Seville
during this 3-hour guided tour.

Enjoy a guided visit of the Cathedral
from its interior balconies and
rooftops, accessing by hidden
staircases and secret doors. An
unforgettable view over the biggest
Gothic Cathedral of the World, from
a very different, exclusive and
unique angle.

Complete this visit with a stop in a
private penthouse located in front
of the Cathedral, Alcazar and
Archives of the Indies. Optionally,
enjoy a glass of Cava and some
small tapas or canapés.

Finally, end the tour at the lounge
bar facing the Cathedral to enjoy a
fresh sangria and relax in a chill-out
atmosphere.



Opera Tour

Seville is famous for inspiring many
operas, among other: the Barber of
Seville, Carmen, Figaro…

Enjoy a guided visit of Seville,
focusing on the famous Carmen
opera. Feel the city and live the
history of Carmen throughout its
monuments and narrow streets.

And as the Opera is all about
emotions, a lyric trio will surprise
our guests at three stops during the
walking tour. At each of these stops,
the trio will perform some pieces of
the famous Carmen Opera.

A stunning, surprising and tailor-
made itinerary (as we can create
this tour based on Carmen but also
on other operas).



Encounter with an Aristocrat & Painter

Enjoy a special encounter with an
aristocrat – mother of the Italian
Consul in Seville – and painter, Clelia
Muchetti, at her private house,
located in the very heart of Seville
city center.

Clelia will welcome you and give
you some explanation about her life
and work. You will have the
opportunity to visit this seigneurial
typical Andalusian house and even
organize a dinner in the interior
courtyard (or on the rooftop if you
prefer) or simply enjoy a Cava drink
and some canapés or a coffee break
in the beautiful gardens of Arabic
inspiration.



Artistic Visit of Seville… for small budget

If you like art but your budget is
tight, we recommend visiting the
beautiful Fine Arts Museum of
Seville.

Considered one of the most
beautiful museum in Spain, with a
wonderful collection of master
pieces from famous painters such as
Zurbaran or Murillo, this museum
grants the opportunity to visit if
FREE OF CHARGE. You only have to
pay for your local guide.

The building itself is magnificent as
being a former convent.



Botanical Visit of Seville… for small budget

Even with small budget, it is
possible to organize great events.

María Luisa Park is an incredible
park located in the very heart of the
city, gathering the pavilions built for
the Iberian Exhibition of 1929. Plaza
de España is without a doubt the
most famous pavilion and one of
the emblems of Seville. Famous for
serving as stage for the filming of
important movies such as Star Wars
or Lawrence of Arabia, this place is
a must-see in our city.

Enjoy a relaxing visit of the park
which is of course FREE OF CHARGE.
You only have to pay for your local
guide if you want one…

The park is also a botanical route so
if you are a nature-lover, this place
is a wonder. We can also organize
bike tours and/or picnics in the
park…



Venue for Dinner – Duchess of Albe

The family of the Dukes of Alba is
one of the most famous family of
aristocrats in Spain (the Duchess of
Alba had more titles than the Queen
Elisabeth II). During the 20th

century, this palace has been a
place of encounter between the
members of the European royal
families and important persons
from the cultural, political and
artistic international background.
Emblematic persons such as
Jacqueline Kennedy, Wallis Simpson,
Grace Kelly, the Prince of Wales, the
Kings of Sweden, Michael Douglas
and many more have paid a visit to
the palace to meet their
counterparts, always accompanied
by the Duchess of Alba.

Since 2016, after the Duchess
passed away, D. Carlos Fitz-James
Stuart, 19th Duque of Alba, opened
the palace – a jewel of Andalusian
architecture – to corporate and
private events of high standard for
up to 300 pax.



Thanks for reading and learning.

Looking forward to seeing you!


